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Abstract
The field just east of the Piggery, by the crossroads just to the north of Laverton
village, is 1 – 2 km south – east of BACAS’ excavations at Blacklands, and close to
the territory subject to intensive geophysical survey to put that site into its context.
The field itself slopes very gently to the east. The northern portion is gentle, but it
then slopes steeply away into the valley of the Wheel Brook.
Time became available in mid winter to conduct two days of survey, and this limited
the area which could be investigated to just over 2 ha. The survey concentrated on
magnetometry, but the small area of resistance survey provided support to the
magnetometry results.
The surveyed area showed a round feature some 20 m across, possibly all that remains
of a barrow, with a short linear feature to the west of it. These were just within the
southern edge of the plot, so there may be further archaeological detail just to the
south. Nearer to the eastern edge is a large ditched enclosure with a right angle corner
but with a wavy western side and with a probable entrance to the north. At the
entrance, the western ditch terminated in a large pit. There are signs of an eastern side
to this enclosure, but the geophysics on this side is indistinct. There is no direct dating
evidence for this enclosure, but the entrance seems to point at the massive Peart Villa
(surveyed in 2003 – 2004), 1 km to the north, and this may imply a Roman origin.
There are also signs of numerous pits within the survey area.
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Preface
In winter 2017, tenant farmer Graham Weeks showed me an image of a soil mark
visible on Google Earth in a flat field just to the south of Laverton village. However,
that field was very inaccessible for equipment – bearing vehicles. Further study of the
Laverton area in Google Earth images also revealed soil marks in this field next to the
Piggery. This field was available for survey in December 2018, and two days were
free in the calendar. However, it being December, the light was poor and the working
day very short.
The survey was sufficient to add extra detail to the archaeology of this area, close to
the earlier BACAS surveys centred on Blacklands, just over a km to the north -west.
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that they recognised that geophysical survey is a different, more controlled technique,
and which does not disturb the ground.
Many of the images used in this report are derived from Google Earth, and we
acknowledge the use of this software in the project.
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Introduction

1.1

Location

The piggery of Manor Farm, Laverton, is situated at the crossroads north of the
village, at Ordnance Survey reference ST 779 535. The field extends 400 m to the
east, sloping very gently down. Its north – south extent varies between 200 and 300
m. There is a gentle slope to the south, which becomes much steeper 150 m south of
the northern hedge, where the field plunges down in to the valley of the Wheel Brook.
The geology here is Cornbrash: brashy Jurassic limestone. The field surface was bare
except for a sparse covering of Brassica. It was firm underfoot.
Only an area 260 m east -west by 80 m north – south was surveyed, starting 10 m east
of the northern end of the piggery and following parallel to the lane to Woolverton.

Figure 1.1. Location map
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1.2

Dates

The survey was carried out on Tuesday and Wednesday 11th and 12th December 2018.

1.3

Personnel

John Oswin led the project for the Bath and Counties Archaeological Society, with
help from Janet Pryke, Les Philips, John Knapper, Heather Greenwood, Chris Higgs,
Owen Dicker, Margaret Nuth and Lawrie Scott.

1.4

Background

In previous years, the Bath and Counties Archaeological Society, BACAS (then the
Bath and Camerton Archaeological Society) had surveyed a large area centred on
Blacklands Field, Upper Row Farm, approximately 1.5 km to the north – west, and
had also surveyed the Peart Villa in Springfield, Woolverton Road, Norton St Philip
in 2003 – 4. Details may be found in Oswin, 2015.
In 2017, the tenant farmer, Graham Weeks, had noticed a soil mark showing in
Google Earth in a field to the south of Park Wood. John Oswin had visited this field
but noted that there were major problems in the logistics of surveying this field, but
also noticed that Google Earth showed some similar soil marks in the field
immediately east of the Piggery to the north of Laverton, the field surveyed here.
Neither field showed any earthwork in the published LiDAR hillshade maps. But the
soil marks were seen to persist through several years of Google Earth imaging, and
were considered worthy of survey. This field was available in December 2018.
A Google Earth image with the areas of soil mark is shown below in figure 1.2.

Figure 1.2. Aerial photograph
of the Piggery Field, showing
the soil marks. Image courtesy
of Google Earth.
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2

Method

2.1

Gridding

The area was gridded in 20 m squares. The north – west corner of this grid was set on
the edge of the cultivated area, approximately 10 m east of the piggery building and 5
m south of the hedge. This corner, and the south – west corner, 60 m south were
measured in against semi – permanent points on the piggery and the electricity pole
just in the lane so that the grid could be repeated. The diagram of these locations is
given in Appendix A.
The survey area covered 260 m (13 grids) by 80 m (4 grids). The grid was set at
approximately – 20 ⁰ with respect to magnetic north.
The grid corner positions were located using hand – held GPS (Garmin Elonex).
Readings were precise to 1 m but only accurate to 3 m. However, this is sufficient for
mounting geophysics plans on to maps.

2.2

Magnetometry

The principal survey instrument was a Bartington 601-2 dual fluxgate gradiometer, set
to take readings every 0.25 m on lines 1 m apart, giving 1600 readings per full 20 m
square. Grids were started in the south – west corner, heading north on the first line
and mapped in accordance with figure 5.8 (c), p115 of Oswin, 2009. The
magnetometer is illustrated in figure 2.1.

Figure 2.1. Magnetometer. This is a
fast instrument, best at finding pits,
ditches and fires.
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2.3

Twin – Probe resistance

Ten grids within the survey area were also surveyed using the TR/CIA twin probe
resistance meter. This was set to take readings every 0.5 m on lines 1 m apart, giving
800 readings per full 20 m grid. Mapping of the grids was similar to that used with the
magnetometer. The device is illustrated in figure 2.2.

Figure 2.2. Twin-probe
resistance meter, best for
locating masonry and walls.

2.4

Software

Magnetometer grids were downloaded using Bartington proprietary software, which
converted all data to parallel rows although a zig – zag pattern had been walked.
These data were passed through a BACAS - proprietary zero – median de – striper
before being mapped in INSITE v3 (1994) running on Windows XP. This software
may be regarded as obsolete but is pictorial so easy to use, and versatile.
Resistance grids were downloaded in parallel data form via BACAS - proprietary
software and mapped in INSITE v3.
Microsoft XL, Adobe Photoshop and QGIS have also been used in the processing of
these results and the preparation of this report.
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3.4

Constraints

Only two days had been set aside for this survey, and as prehistoric settlement signs
were expected, the emphasis was on magnetometry, and most effort was put into
gridding out and surveying by magnetometry.
Only one twin – probe resistance machine was available and the team was small, so
only ten grids were done, compared to over 50 by magnetometry.
The principal constraint was lack of daylight, as the survey was done in December,
just before the solstice. This made for short working days, with the need to collect all
items off the field before the light failed.
The field surface, though mainly bare, was dry and did not impede the survey.
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3

Results

3.1

Magnetometry

The raw magnetometer results are shown below in figure 3.1.

Figure 3.1. Magnetometry results.

There are a number of pits, showing as black dots and a number of major features,
which are annotated in figure 3.2 below. There are also lines indicating previous
ploughing aligned (compass) north – south along the central portion of the plot.
Figure 3.2 shows the magnetometry plot with major features marked.

Figure 3.2. Magnetometry results with major features marked. Red: probably Roman enclosure
with some internal structure. Blue: possible Bronze Age barrow ditch with linear feature as well.
Yellow: possible round post – hole structure, possibly a prehistoric house.

The possible Roman enclosure is odd in that its western side is distinctly kinked.
However, there are fainter lines slightly to the west with similar kinks, suggesting that
the original intended line was obstructed. The eastern side is conjectural – the image
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is certainly much fainter. The entrance way on the north is good, and seems to have a
particularly large pit at its edge, which is the terminus of the enclosing ditch. There is
an indistinct but very busy area inside, and this is marked by the hatched red area,
The circle on the south edge, marked blue is very distinct. From its 20 m diameter, it
is too large to be a round house. A house would also have an entrance on the south –
east side, although it is possible that this lies just off the edge of the plot. It is most
likely the ditch of a Bronze Age round barrow (c. 1800 BC), and was probably meant
to be visible from the southern edge of the village or Park Wood above it. A strong
line heads west from it, possibly a ditch of a similar age. No earthwork remains on the
ground, although the round ditch was visible in Google Earth as a soil mark. There are
also faint signs of a circular enclosure some 30 m diameter just to the north – west of
the strong signal, but they are much less definite.
There are a couple of places marked by pecked yellow circles where there seem to be
circular formations of post holes. These may possibly represent the outlines of round
houses (Iron Age, 900 BC to 40 AD) but there is uncertainty with these.

3.2

Twin – probe resistance

Ten grids were completed of the resistance survey. The results are shown plotted out
below in figure 3.3.

Figure 3.3. Resistance survey.

This in itself would not provide material for interpretation, but it does add support for
the magnetometer survey. Note that the top left corner (north – west) of both plots
coincide. The irregular stony nature of the soil is evident in the mottled appearance of
the plot, but there are areas of low reading (light colour) which indicates where there
have been excavations into the subsoil.
Figure 3.4 below shows this resistance survey overlaid on the magnetometry and
figure 3.5 marks up the features on the plot.
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Figure 3.4. Resistance plot overlaid on magnetometry plot.

The main feature is part of the western side and the northern portion of the large ditch
seen in magnetometry, and also its termination as a large pit, possibly with a circular
stone kerb beyond it

Figure 3.4. Resistance plot with features annotated.

Figure 3.5. Resistance plot with features annotated. Blue: large ditch and secondary ditch, with
terminal pit. Yellow dashed: possible stone kerb. Green elipse: area of possible pits.

Although only a limited area was covered, the plot is seen to provide useful
supporting evidence to the magnetometry. Ideally, the surveyed area should be
extended as it may clarify other details.
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4

Comment and Conclusions

For a featureless, flat field, there does seem to be a significant amount of archaeology
hidden beneath its surface. The principal items are an enclosure ditch with a large
terminal pit, probably Roman in date, and a circular feature which is probably all that
remains of a Bronze Age barrow. There are also apparently a large number of pits,
and it is possible that there are traces of round houses, although these are rather
tentative in interpretation.
Figure 4.1 shows the main survey, the magnetometry, in relation to the field edge and
the piggery buildings.

Figure 4.1 Location of the magnetometry survey in the field. The enclosure and the round feature
can be clearly seen. Acknowledgements to Google Earth.

Figure 4.2. Google Earth image of the field from 2009, with the round feature visible, indications
of the enclosure, and possible activity south of the piggery. Acknowledgements to Google Earth.

Comparison with the 2009 Google Earth picture (figure 4.2) suggests that the round
feature in magnetometry compares with soil mark visible in that year. There are also
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possible soil marks indicating the enclosure in that picture. There are also rectilinear
features further to the south – west. An enhanced – contrast version of this image is
shown below in figure 4.3.

Figure 4.3. Piggery Field image from 2009 with enhanced contrast to show the circular feature
and the possible enclosure as soil marks. There are also rectilinear soil marks immediately south
of the Piggery compound, which may represent further archaeology. Acknowledgements to
Google Earth.

The round feature is considered to be a barrow from its size. It is too large to be a
roofed house. If it were two metres high originally, it would have been visible, at least
on the skyline, from a portion of Laverton to the south of the church. This might
indicate the presence of a prehistoric settlement somewhere under that area, although
it could be related to a settlement anywhere that it was visible.
The enclosure is of interest as it may be related to one of the known Roman villa sites
in the locality. In particular, the massive villa site is less than 1 km to the north, and
its view is only obscured by Woolverton Wood, which may well be more recent. The
large terminal pit may be part of an entrance, which is directed towards that villa.
However, there is no firm dating evidence: this is only by association with other
known monuments. It is possible that this boundary is much earlier, possibly Bronze
Age, where the large terminal pit would not be out of place.
Figure 4.4 shows this site in relation to the main Roman sites surveyed in the locality.
It should be noted however, that smaller sites have not been included and there may
be other sites not yet known.
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Peart Villa

Blacklands

Lower Row
Roman Villa
Piggery site

Figure 4.4. Location of the piggery site with respect to other surveyed Roman sites locally.
Acknowledgements to Google Earth.

It should also be noted that the published course of the Roman Road from Badbury
Rings to Bath just passes the eastern end of this field (Berry, 1963).
Should the opportunity arise, the magnetometry survey should be extended, at least to
know the full extent of the round feature and also of the enclosure ditch. There would
also be benefit in reaching the eastern end of the field to see if there are any traces of
the Roman Road. The resistance survey should be extended to cover as much of the
magnetometry as possible, as it provides useful supporting data. Profiles across the
round feature, the big pit at the terminus of the enclosure ditch, and possibly through
some of the pit – like features would also be beneficial.
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Appendix A
A1

Grid Layout

The survey grid

The area was laid out in 20 m squares. The first point (north – west corner) was laid at
the edge of the arable, which started about 5 m south of the hedge, and a line
continued along the arable edge until the hedge curved south to intercept that line.
That was between 180 and 200 m east.
This point was measured in against the edge of the piggery building and against the
electric pole just through the lane. As the grid was expanded, a point 60 m south was
measured in against the piggery wall. This had five buttresses, and the south point was
measured against the northern edge of the north buttress and the southern edge of the
south buttress. These points are shown in the notes shown in figure A1.

Figure A1. Sketch for grid location.

For the north – west point is 15.82 m from the nearest corner (RSJ) of the piggery
building, and 8.95 m from the nearest point of the electric pole, but this involves
measuring through the hedge.
The south – west point, 60 m south of that, is 28.50 m from the north corner of the
north buttress and 27.83 m from the south corner of the south buttress.
It is appreciated that these points only locate one edge of the grid and a small error in
re – locating those points may cause any further survey to veer away from the existing
grid, but there were no points in the middle of the field which could be used to locate
a grid poor.
The grid corners were also measured in using a Garmin Elonex hand – held GPS
device. This gave readings to the nearest metre, but was only accurate to 3 m at best,
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so the information it provided was sufficient for laying the geophysics data on to
maps, but not good enough for re – establishing the grid. The points layout is shown
in figure A2. Note how the 3 m random error in reading means that the grid shown is
not perfectly regular. The units are based on the Ordnance Survey gridding system so
are immediately compatible with their mapping routines. All measurements are in grid
square ST 78 53 (3 78, 1 53), so that for instance, point 150, 450 is the equivalent of
ST 78150 53150.

Figure A2. Location of grid coordinates in the Ordnance Survey grid.

Note that the local grid ‘north’ is not the same as Magnetic North or true north. There
is about a 25 ⁰ misalignment.
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A2

Magnetometry

The magnetometry grid sequence is shown in figure A3. All grids were downloaded
as parallel data, starting at the south – west corner, heading north on the first line.
Readings were taken at 0.25 m intervals on lines 1 m apart, giving 1600 readings per
full grid square.

Figure A3. Magnetometry survey sequence.

A3

Twin – probe resistance

Only ten grids were surveyed. The top – left (north – west) corner coincides with that
of the magnetometry grid. All data were downloaded as parallel. All grids started in
the south – west corner, heading north on the first line. Readings were taken every 0.5
m along lines 1 m apart, giving 800 readings per full grid square. The sequence is
shown in figure A4.

Figure A4. Twin – probe resistance grid sequence.
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